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Side A 

west coast notebook entry #6 (when you need to sit in a dark theatre, crying by yourself, with others) 

 
 

you notice it’s an everyday thing 

you notice it’s a three times a day thing 

you notice that our last dollars 

were maybe more important than all those other dollars 

you notice that the kid behind the counter, this one anyway 

still smiles in that not in despite of himself way 

that us old-timers well that’s all we’re really wondering about 

you notice that when it’s over 

just enough time was burnt 

to cast the perfect shade across the sky 

you notice that the city needs more than 

a mere spat of rain 

to clear the air 

& figure maybe  

that’s how the humans work too

 

Liner Notes: I spent about five months of 2015 wandering around the West Coast, mostly at the PHP headquarters in Los Angeles 

with the lovely Iris Berry and the formidable A. Razor. All part of my advanced education. This was from an otherwise unremarkable 

day situated within a rather long string of most unexpected turns. 

 

 

 



Side B 

origin of casual (burn this one) 

 

the poem where he 
meets her 
on a bench 
at a place 
we will never 
learn to pronounce 
correctly 
the walls 
drenched in 
gasoline– 
a lighter 
he hands to her. 
here you go, 
sugar. 
burn this one

 

Liner Notes: Etropal Restaurant in LaPorte, Indiana. August 8, 2015. Men like that should come with a warning. Then again, so should I. 
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